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1. One of the Objectives of surveillance is

     	      To educate People on the Disease

     	      To investigate the causative agents

     	--->> To Define the Problem

     	      To allow for isolation

2. During the Covid-19 Pandemic, International travellers are Isolated on arrival to

     	--->> Stop them from transmitting the Virus if they are infected

     	      Vaccinate them before they are allowed to mingle with people

     	      Treat them so that they donÃ¢â‚¬â„¢t die with the Infection

     	      Take sample form them for screening

3. All of the following will determine infectivity with a disease except

     	      Socio Economic Status

     	      Gender

     	      Ethnicity and Race

     	--->> Height of an individual

4. Individuals are vaccinated in order to

     	      Treat their infection

     	--->> Boost their immunity against the Infection

     	      correlates their rate of infection

     	      Test their susceptibility to infection

5. To Undertake Analytical epidemiological Studies you must first know

     	      The type of People in the Population
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     	      The Host, Agent  and Disease Triangle of the Disease

     	--->> The Geographical area of the study

     	      the descriptive Epidemiology of the condition

6. The term Sexually Transmitted Diseases was changed to sexually Transmitted 
Infections because

     	      They are caused by Virus, Bacteria or Parasite

     	      They are transmitted through Sexual intercourse

     	--->> Not all the Infections can lead to disease

     	      Is easier to gather Data of Infection then of Diseases

7. Common vehicle epidemic usually has

     	      Population Limitation

     	--->> Geographical Limitation

     	      Agent Limitation

     	      Mutual limitation

8. The Spread of the HIV Virus started in Nigeria in the 80s with the first reported case 
in

     	      1983

     	      1989

     	      1985

     	--->> 1986

9. Epidemiologist are required to have  knowledge of the following Medical fields except

     	--->> Pharmacogenesis

     	      Pathophysiology

     	      Public Health

     	      Clinical Medicine

10. Which State has the highest prevalence of HIV/AIDS in  Nigeria
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     	--->> Benue

     	      Kogi

     	      Abia

     	      Kano
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